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SYMBOLS IN WORSHIP
ST. MARK’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
5th & N. Oakdale, Medford, Oregon 97501

ARCHITECTURE AND HISTORY OF THE BUILDING
In 1889, the first Episcopal priest was assigned to minister in the Rogue Valley. He
was welcomed to Medford by a small group of Episcopalians who wanted to build
a church for the new congregation. Five individuals gave $50 each and with help
from the Diocese a building was constructed and the first services were held on the
first Sunday of June 1889. On June 18, 1889, St. Mark's was established as a
Mission of the Diocese of Oregon.
St. Mark's currently worships in a church built in 1916, the third home for this
congregation. Our beautiful church today is testimony to the faith of the
generations who have preceded us. It speaks of the continuity of Christian presence
from the time of the early pioneers until the present day. The present building was
consecrated 29 November 1925, and the congregation was admitted as a Parish on
31 January 1926.
Our worship space has gone through several changes over the years as differing needs and issues within society
and new insights of history and scholarship have caused the church to rethink liturgical practices. The most
recent change occurred during the celebration of our Centennial in 1989 when the sanctuary was remodeled and
the Bond Organ was purchased.
STAINED GLASS WINDOWS
The rose window facing Oakdale was part of the building early on. It
contains various church symbols, including the letters Alpha and Omega.
The stained glass side windows in the church were added about 1972. They
depict part of Canticle I, Benedicite, omnia opera Domini. They read in order
beginning at the front of the church on the courtyard side, moving towards
Oakdale, and then continuing from the back to the front on the Fifth St. side.
O ye mountains and hills
In Loving Memory of Thomas Whiteford
Given by Helen, Lillian, and the Whiteford Relatives and Friends
O ye green things upon the earth
To the Glory of Almighty God
In Loving Memory of Kenneth J. Worland, 1914-1980
Given by Arlene Worland and Dr. and Mrs. Ronald G. Worland and Family
O ye heavens, O ye waters
Given in Loving Memory of Sara J. Sterton
And in Appreciation to Allen and Janis Sterton, Benefactors to St. Mark's Parish
O all ye powers
In Loving Memory of Albert H. Kincaid and Minnie A. Green
Given by Maurine Kincaid
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O ye angels of the Lord
In Loving Memory of Charles W. Bottjer
From the Robert Fasel family and Nora Bottjher
All ye works of the Lord
In Loving Memory of Mr. And Mrs. William Smith and Mr. And Mrs. George Dames
Given by Mr. And Mrs. Robert Dames, William, George, and Robert
O ye frost and cold
In Loving Memory and Appreciation of High and Stella Coleman, Benefactors to St. Mark's Parish
O ye winter and summer
In Loving Memory of our Devoted Family and Friends of the Church still amongst us and for those
in everlasting peace
Given by Clifford and Barbara Stout
O ye seas and floods, O ye whales
Presented as an expression of appreciation in behalf of Marguerite "Midge" Conrad for her many years
as Parish Organist
O all ye fowls of the air
In Memory of My Husband Vern D. Brophy
Bob and Helen Holmes and members of my family
O ye nights and days
Given to the Glory of God by Dr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Bolton and Family
O ye lightnings and clouds
In Memory of My Husband Le Roy E Young and Parents Charles and Tressa A. Fuller
Given by Lucy F. Young
O ye fire and heat
In Loving Memory of Mr. And Mrs. Reginald Parsons
Given by the Four Children of the Parson family
O ye winds of God, O ye showers and dews
In Memory of Loved Ones
Given by Clifford and Lois Lovejoy
O ye sun and moon
Given in Loving Memory of Charles Strang, Senior Warden, Fred B. Strang, Lay Reader, and Elsie
C. Strang by Mary Lee Brown
O ye stars of heaven
Given in grateful appreciation of the Rev. Clarence E. Tobias, Jr. and Dorothy Tobias by Dr. Joel A.
and Celina Tobias
O all ye beasts and cattle
Given by Dwight and Doris Wilson in behalf of our families both past and present
O ye children of men, Bless ye the Lord.
In Loving Memory of J. E. Jorgensen, Ellen Jorgensen Wiedner and Nerge Bradford Pritchett, Jr.,
Given by Cathy Pritchett and Dagney Jorgensen
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CHURCH FURNISHINGS ADDED SINCE 1989
PROCESSIONAL CROSS, CANDLEHOLDERS, AND SANCTUARY LIGHT
These items were created by Roger Horner from Shoreline, WA. He has taught metal-smithing at the University of
Washington in Seattle as well as several other Seattle schools. His work has been shown nationally. He is a member
of the Society of American Silversmiths. The candleholders were given by Betty Pinnock and Diane Soder.
THE STAINED GLASS WINDOWS AT THE FRONT OF THE CHURCH
In the spring of 1990 St. Mark entered into an agreement with Veley Stained
Glass of Portland, Oregon for the design, fabrication, delivery, and installation of
three stained glass windows at the front of the church. These included the rose
window and the two windows to the north of the altar. Gerry Veley established
Veley Stained Glass in 1976 to assist individuals and organizations in the
acquisition of appropriate window treatments for a wide range of architectural
structures. He apprenticed as a glass painter in Germany, and in England took
training in restoration of medieval stained glass. His work is found throughout the
United States and in Europe.
The front rose window is sometimes called the Epiphany window. Its colors
change as the angle of the sun changes. This window was given by Mary Jane
Morrison.
The two windows on the Fifth Street side commemorate the Eucharist: Proclaim the Lord's death until He
comes. They were given to the Glory of God by Patricia D. Smullin.
THE ADVENT WREATH
The hanging Advent Wreath was added in Advent 2007. It is a decorated wagon
wheel, hung from the ceiling. In ancient times people brought their wagon wheels
inside during the darkest part of the year. The Wreath was created by Custom
Wagons, Nicholasville, Kentucky.
THE BOND ORGAN
In February 1992 the five-year project of a new organ for St. Mark's was realized with the installation of the
pipe organ, built by Bond Pipe Organs, Inc. of Portland.
The instrument contains 19 ranks, or 953 speaking pipes, located in two manual divisions plus the pedal
division. It has tracker action--that is, the connection from the key to the bottom of the pipe is purely
mechanical, allowing the organist control as to how air is allowed into the pipe, affecting the attack of the
sound, and how air is stopped from entering the pipe, affecting the ending of the sound. The pipes of the Swell
or upper manual are under expression through a balanced mechanical swell pedal. The pipes are made of several
combinations of tin and lead, as well as wood. The facade pipes are made of burnished copper.
The tonal design goal was to make an instrument which could fulfill its functions in playing service music and in
playing a variety of literature. Richard Bond and his staff created this instrument for this particular space. The console
design follows that of Cavaillé-Coll, the nineteenth century French organ builder, with stop knobs located in steps, with
stopknob heads tilting toward the player. It features two double draw stopknobs, in which one sound is heard in the
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halfway position and a more complex sound is heard in the halfway position and a more complex sound is heard when
the knob is pulled the entire way. The organ case is made of solid madrone wood, a wood indigenous to southern
Oregon and northern California. The music rack is made of madrone burl and rosewood. The manual white keys are
made of cow bone and the blacks are made of ebony. The pedalboard is made of oak and ebony. The instrument has a
0.45 horsepower blower and features 3 5/8" wind pressure. Many, many people made donations in order to make this
instrument possible. The zimbelstern was added in 2002 in memory of Dr. William G. Evans.
BOND PIPE ORGANS, INC., 1992, OP. 22
Great
8'
8'
4'
22/3'
2'
IV
II
8'
Swell
8'
8'
4'
2’
8'
Pedal
16’
8’
4’
16’

Principal
Rohrflote
Octave
Quinte
Superoctave
Mixture
Sesquialtera 8'
Trumpet

56 pipes in facade
56 pipes
56 pipes
from Sesquialtera
from Mixture
224 pipes*
112 pipes**
56 pipes

Gedackt
56 pipes
Gemshorn
44 pipes, 1-12 common with Gedackt
Koppelflote
56 pipes
Doublet
56 pipes
Krummhorn
56 pipes
Tremolo (for entire organ)
Sub Bass
Principal
Choral Bass
Fagott

32 pipes
30 pipes, 1-2 common with Great Principal 8'
31 pipes, 1 common with Great Octave 4'
32 pipes

Zimbelstern
Couplers
Great to Pedal

Swell to Pedal

Swell to Great

*This stop in mid position plays the 2' Superoctave; in fully-drawn position, it plays the Mixture IV.
**This stop in mid position plays the Quinte 22/3'; in fully-draw position it plays the Susquialtera II.
Manual Compass:

C1-G56

Pedal Compass:

C1-G32
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VESTMENTS AND PARAMENTS
Beginning in October 1994, St. Mark's Episcopal Church entered into an agreement with Ravenna Fabric
Studios, Inc. to design, produce, and deliver different sets of liturgical vestments and paraments. Ravenna
Fabric Studios Inc. was created by Jeannie Saint Germain as a business whose primary purpose was to create
beautiful works of art for the liturgy of the church. Ms. Saint Germain was for many years a costume designer at
the Oregon Shakespeare Festival; she was also a choir member of St. Mark's. The Christmas set was completed
for Christmas 1995. The Advent and Epiphany sets soon followed. In total, 48 pieces were completed in seven
years in eight full sets.
Jeannie Saint Germain has graciously given us notes about the creation and meaning of the vestments:
"When Fr. David Close first spoke with me about the design of a full liturgical year of new vestments for St.
Marks, I asked him if he had some over-arching vision, or governing idea for these. We went into the church
and he pointed at the front window. "That is St. Mark's," he said. It was up to me to figure it out. In the window
above the organ I had to find my inspiration and my limitations. "Other things were obvious limitations. The
rosy-brown color of the interior, especially when the organ and surrounding area was lit formed the backdrop. It
would be the constant visual image, and anything that went in front of it had to work in harmony with it and
also stand out.
Further discussion examined the different qualities or symbols that are traditionally associated with each season.
I felt ill-informed about the symbolism, and had borrowed or found a number of books on this, which proved to
be more confusing and ultimately of not much use. It was a relief to discover that Fr. Close was not interested in
graphic symbols, icons, or logos. The radically different styles of the east and west windows reflect his view.
He did not want to telegraph meaning, he wanted evocation and the establishment of a mood or feeling with the
resulting work open to personal, individual interpretation.
"I spent a lot of time sitting in the church, studying it, feeling it, watching colors change. Then I made a mental
list of what I could take in guidance from the window. The four liturgical colors (purple, white, red, and green)
are there, along with subdued or blended colors that created offshades of those 4 colors. The shapes in the
window are asymmetrical and random, but balanced. Some shapes are sharp and hard edged, others more
organic and soft. Random, organic, and carefully balanced: these are all design elements with which I feel most
comfortable. Primarily the window is not a logo, neither a star nor a cross to me, but both at once. And it well
might mean other things to other people.
"That became a principle as well. Fr. Close wanted individual parishioners to find their own meaning in the
work we were about to do. We were to leave the pieces open to interpretation so that they might take on the
power of personal connection for each worshipper.
"There were some other requests. Fr. David wanted the chasubles to be large, expansive, and graceful in
motion. We would create sets of 5 pieces each: chasuble, stole (not to be worn under chasuble, but for use by an
assisting priest), a scapular (historically a monastic garment resurrected and reconfigured for use by our priest
in hot weather, or as another alternative for an assisting priest). In addition, there would be paraments for the
altar and lectern. All of these pieces were to be coordinated, as if from the same cloth. After these were all
completed, we ordained a deacon and that led to the production of a deacon stole for each of these sets, making
each set contain 6 pieces.
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"Preliminary drawings came next. And as soon as I began to develop the liturgical colors and think about
fabrics, I discovered conflicts in the meaning, the imagery, and the emotional content of each season. If we
made a liturgical set for any season which is meaningful and incorporates abstract imagery to conjure up
feelings or thoughts about that season, it will not work for the other season which uses the same color. And so
was born the idea of creating 8 sets (2 for each of the liturgical colors). Imagine trying to create a statement that
works for the two purple seasons. Advent and Lent – such different events, such a different texture between
preparing for the King, the Christ, and fasting in the desert.
"For me, the best way to present this is through the liturgical colors and the seasons that use this color in pairs,
rather than by liturgical order. There are design similarities (Advent, Lent), or opposites (Christmas, Easter) that
make up a kind of tension between the vestment sets. It may not be something we notice, but I hope it somehow
affects our total experience over a season.
ADVENT: LITURGICAL COLOR—PURPLE
"Royal purple, the rich dark color of royalty in silk velvet. Lined in silk satin of Virgin
Mary blue. The time is preparing for the coming of Jesus, the coming of the King. I
went back (in mind only) to Ravenna, Italy, a place I have visited and loved. Here the
most spectacular early Christian mosaics from the time of Justinian are found. What I
took from this source was a random pattern of mosaic tiles imprinted into the velvet
surface in a two-part technique. We retained the irregular quality of original hand
made tiles and the irregular coloration of tiles so old as to be chipped and broken, but
still glorious when seen as part of a large mosaic tableau. The shape of the chasuble is
more square than others; the only other place we will see this same shape is in the
other purple set, for Lent.
LENT: LITURGICAL COLOR—PURPLE
"These images are in the fabric texture and in the actual structure of things. There
is no decoration. These structures are all squared off, like Advent with its mosaic
squares. Both purple sets make use of square cut elements, but that is where the
similarity ends. Lent is made in coarse silks, one dyed a dull purple, the other in its
natural state of mixed tans and browns. Humble cloth, rough simple cloth, the
furthest contrast possible to the silk velvet of Advent. But like Advent, a square cut
chasuble. This time, we add a hood: for humility, for privacy and prayer, for
anonymity. The colors here are the dust dry rocky colors of the desert, and the
purple is the color of desert shadow. And incorporated into the structure, not
embellished upon it, is the shadow of the cross. The shadow of the cross upon the
sand, rocks, dusty path.
CHRISTMAS: LITURGICAL COLOR—WHITE
"Silk velvet, the softness of snow, of angel's wings, or sand in the desert on a cold,
cold night, the softness and richness of cloth to wrap the baby in. Cream colored,
embellished with images borrowed from the window, illuminating the edge and
pointing the way toward the center – the entry of Christ into our world. Many have
taken these shapes as candles. The focus is on the light of Christ coming into our
world, gently and silently, softly in the night. That is the magic of all this. Some
people see clearly what I may have created subconsciously. Palest blue and rosy
tan colors add shadow – the later (some say pink) shifts the flat white toward the
color of the wood.
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EASTER: LITURGICAL COLOR—WHITE
"An explosion of brilliance, as close as we come to another image of the
window...although it is all metallic, and blazing white, silver and gold. Easter, the risen
Christ...bright light, pure white, hard finished silk, crisp and reflective. The action in this
piece is all outward, expansive. It is the shock, the wonder, the energy, even the terror, of
the risen Christ. The visuals here are pretty simple. Look back to Christmas, and see the
two together. This one is brittle and hard edged, sharp and brilliant with all movement
outward. Christ has conquered death but is leaving his human relationships. With
Christmas the movement is directed in, towards us to learn, to teach, to love, the promise
and hope of a personal relationship with Christ. These two are probably the closest in
imagery, and it is the imagery reversed. Both Christmas and Easter derive from the shapes
in the window and from the Light which makes up the window itself.
EPIPHANY: LITURGICAL COLOR—GREEN
"In winter, a dark reflective green, iridescent silk. The color of the dark forest in dim light.
Within, scattered points of light in blue and gold moving up and down, coming and going,
little "epiphanies," flashes of brilliance, inspired by the shards of glass in the window.
This set is simple, it is only about moments of conscious revelatory thought, precious bits
of enlightenment brought about by prayer, or perhaps through contemplation. It is about
still winter days with time to go inside oneself.

ORDINARY TIME (TRINITY SEASON): LITURGICAL COLOR – GREEN
“This one is about many things. First, it is about the long weeks of summer, the
season of rest and renewal. It is about the mountains that surround us, our
connection to nature and the outdoors. The colors draw upon the window and on
the wood of the interior; the fabric is silk, but a plain and simple type. The
simplified shape of a mountain echoes a triangular symbol of the Trinity. The three
mountains do likewise. In South America many Catholic cultures depict the Christ
Child or Mother Mary cloaked in a large stiff triangular cloak similar to a cope.
This is a way for native peoples to (safely) worship their sacred mountain within
their Catholic faith. Ordinary Time, the long Trinity season seems to go on forever.
It's a time to let thoughts and learning settle in, a time to consolidate and a time to
contemplate. And so the mountains rest quietly and heavily as the Trinity and
complete the liturgical year until Advent returns.
SAINT'S DAY AND PASSION: LITURGICAL COLOR—RED
"This set is the most personal for me. The thoughts that led to its creation are lined
up wholly with the anguish and pain of the Passion, and also of the Saints who died
in Jesus' name. This was given as a memorial for my oldest son who died violently,
a murder victim. Oceans of blood and white-blue tears. Rivers of bright red blood
on a dull, dark, red base. There is little of the window here, except for color which
may be found there. I meant the red to be featureless, without shine or texture, and
a sad color, the color of old blood, the color of a hopeless longing that goes on and
on. Another hooded chasuble, this time so tears can be shielded.
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PENTECOST: LITURGICAL COLOR RED
"A yellower, lighter red, not so much bright but pushing toward the orange tones of
fire. The lining is the color of blistering hot fire. The movement of the licking
tongues of fire (which move upwards) bears more similarity to the cascades of
blood in the Passion set (which flow down) than to any shapes seen elsewhere.
These refer back to the softer, amorphous shapes in the window. In both, they
twist, wind, and overlap one another. This set uses the most direct traditional
symbolism of any – symbols of wind, fire, and tongues, Pentecost symbols are
many and here they become an integral part of the fabric. Another Pentecost
symbol, the word of God, is represented by metallic points of various sizes. There
is a relationship between these points of wisdom or knowledge and the Epiphany
points of light. And there is a relationship between the shards of brilliant Easter
light and the brightness of these similar shapes. Same shapes, different intention.
"Linking up the two red sets, two white sets, two purple sets, is a subtle way that the vestment sets of the same
colors are linked, although there is little meaning to this. Since the images range so far and having eight
vestment sets through the liturgical year is unfamiliar to many church-goers, it is a way of saying: yes, there are
two very different red sets which have very different content and intention, but there are some things alike about
them. And there are relationships between and among all the other sets, in some respect.
"I recognize that when my thoughts have wandered through the different connections within this project, that
alone can be confusing. But be patient, watch the vestments come and go and see what you see. I have told you
what I was thinking when they were designed, and some things that happened without my conscious effort.
Know that your interpretation is valid, whatever it may be. These vestments belong to you."
– Jeannie Saint Germain
Christmas:
Chasuble given by Jan Gorden and her mother in memory of her father; Jan's aunt and cousins gave
one part of the set in memory of Jan's mother; Jan and her husband gave the stole and lectern
hanging in memory of her mother. Jeannie Saint Germain donated the altar frontal in memory of a
relative of hers.
Passion:
Complete set given by Jeannie Saint Germain in memory of Dave Schultz, her son and 1984
Olympic gold medalist in wrestling
Easter:
Complete set given by Wendy and David Close in memory of Rhoda Boyd (Wendy's mother) and
Wendy's brother
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PASCHAL CANDLE
Parishioner Betsy Moore decorates our Paschal Candle each year prior to the Great Vigil of Easter. Her unique
designs are based on themes and images which come from the life of the congregation.
STATIONS OF THE CROSS
Our Stations of the Cross were produced from Terra Cotta by Ashland artist, Alan Wright. The frames were
constructed from native madrone by parishioner Gene Beers.


None of these wonderful additions to our Worship Space could have been possible without the financial support
of numerous parishioners and friends of St. Mark's. We give thanks to God for the generosity of those who gave
so freely and for the artistic gifts that have brought such beauty to our worship.
If you know any more of the history of these items, please let us know.
August 2009


LECTERN
The Lectern in the Parish Hall was lovingly created out of oak by parishioner
Gene Beers in memory of his late wife, Barbara. It was dedicated to the people
of St. Mark’s at the 2010 Annual Meeting (1/31/2010).
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